
September Steers Meeting 

Attended by Susan, Pam, Gay, Julia, and Bev. 

Members concerned about the future of AQuA have found volunteers to fill vacancies. 

• Chris will be head steer,  

• Sharon B will be the assistant head 

• Karen will take on part of the membership duties  

• Terry Lee said she could do the email blast and Wendy also said she could help with 
that. 

• Becky Chestnut is going to be our treasurer 

• Shar wants to do publicity  

It was decided to have a joint session on November 2 in person with the outgoing and incoming persons 

together. Susan is going to see if we can get a room at the library.  

There was a discussion about our jurying process and the prevailing answer is to have an art person 

rather than a traditional quilted jury our work. Gay read the SAQA definition of an art quilt for a frame of 

reference. Bev is working on a new statement to accentuate the art quilt rather than traditional work. 

This will be brought up to the membership for discussion, along with the idea of a time limit for Show 

and Tell presentations. Main question is how to arbitrate these ideas.  

The banner has been ordered at a cost of $139.23. Eldrid wants to buy the speaker. The original cost was 

$228. We will ask $100 for it.  

Costs and logistics for the workshop with Sandra Mollon in 2023 were discussed and the cost for 

members will be about $350. Signup should begin in December. 

Agenda for our September meeting in our new location includes information about buying the banner 

and signing up volunteers for the Downtown Art Festival on October 8.  

We will discuss the sale of equipment and give members first chance at it. There will be an update on 

the workshop.  

There will be a discussion on limiting the time for Show and Tell presentation. J 

Jacque needs to update the retreat information.  

We need to discuss and demonstrate how to hang our small pieces. Julia is going to get input on that 

from Matt at the Art Center. 

 

Minutes by Gay young 


